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There is no lack of documentary and visual évidente 
for collections of antiquities formed from the îyth 
century onwards. On the one hand, there are the 
pictures by Ternier, van Haecht, Jan Bruegel and 
Francken which serve both as poetic évocations of the 
idéal Kunstkammer and as more précisé documents 
of spécifie achievements. On the other hand, and as 
for example with the Galleria Farnese in Rome, the 
original architectural setting is intact, its painted dé
corations well preserved, while engravings supplé
ment the written evidence regarding the contents of 
this antiquarium.

For earlier collections, including the antiquarium 
in the Farnese Palace finished by 1568 for Cardinal 
Alessandro Farnese, the evidence is less generous. 
Indeed a general lack of visual and textual material 
hampers the study of many of the major Roman 
collections known to the Bolognese naturalist Ulisse 
Aldrovandi. While the Statue Antiche di Roma (1550) is 
an indispensable guide to the contents of innumer- 
able collections, including, and most especially, those 
formed by Cardinal Roclolfo Pio da Carpi, Aldrovan
di saicl little about the architectural and décorative 
ensembles in which these collections were set. 
Accordingly it is difficult to détermine, and prob- 
lematic to spéculait’ on, the principles underlying the 
construction of spécial rooms for the display of these 
antique busts, statues, statuary and reliefs.

The situation is only slightly better when one tu rus 
to those non-Roman collections crcated during the 
third quarter of the i6th century through the persis
tent and systematic despoiling of the city’s bountiful 
artistic patrimony. The removal of vast quantities of 
statuary, already the subject of concern at the begin- 
ning of the i6th century, reached alarming propor
tions bv the end of the century at which time vast 
quantities of marblcs left daily by mule train or by 
boat, and often without official sanction, in order to 
satisfy the needs of Italian and Northern Princes. 
Example: one hundred forty marble heads with their 
busts and bases, fifty-seven marble statues of varions 
sizes, ten marble table tops, and twenty-four reliefs ... 

{'centoquaranta teste di marmo con petti et mezi petti et 
alcune con peducci, cinquantasette statue di marmo tra 
grande, picole et mezane, diece lac oie di marmo commesso et 
non commesso, vintiquatro rilievi di figure di marmo tra 
grande e picoli, quatordeci zampe di leoni di marmo con teste 
sopra di animait, servono per possamenti, dodeci collonelle 
di marmi neri et mischi, dieci possamenti diversi di marmo, 
alcuni vasi di creta depinti, doi studioli di marmo mischio, 
un letuccio di marmo simili, tre friggi di marmo et alcune 
minutie pur di marmo’) were covered by the 'Littere 
passus,’ issued by 'Henricus Cardinalis Camerarius’ to 
the Duke of Savoy on 1 February 1588.' Like the 
treasures from the Vatican Bclvedere acquired by 
the agents of the Grandduke of Tuscany, the Savoy 
haul was intended to decorate rooms similar to the 
Roman antiquarium. In Cosimo de’Medici’s case this 
meant the antiquarium in the Palazzo Pitti in Flor
ence, while Duke Alfonso 11 d’Este’s purchases were 
intended for the library and gallery in the Palace in 
Ferrara. The marbles acquired by Cardinal Giovanni 
Grimani ended up in the antiquarium in the palace 
near Santa Maria Formosa in Venice, while those 
purchased by the Guglielmo Gonzaga were destined 
for the Galleria di Mesi in the Palazzo Ducale in 
Mantua.

* Much of the material dealt with in this paper cornes from my 
article, ‘Major and Minor Collections of Antiquities of the 
Later i6th Century,’ Art Bulletin (September 1984). Accor
dingly, the reader is referred to that article or to my studies in 
Arte Lombarda (fortheoming) (‘Bishop Gerolamo Carimberto 
Archeological Advisor to Guglielmo Gonzaga Duke of Man
tua’) and Xenia x, 1985 (‘Paintings and Antiquities from the 
Roman Collection of Bishop Gerolamo Garimberto Offered 
to Duke Albrecht Vth of Bavaria in 1576’) for additional 
information as well as for illustrations of the statues, reliefs 
and engravings which arc not reproduced here. Footnotes 
hâve been kept to a minimum and hâve been included pri- 
marily for material not otherwise discussed in the foremen- 
tioned articles.
1 A. Bertolotti, ‘Esportazione di oggetti di Belli Arti da 

Roma,’ Archivio storico artistico, archaeologico e letterario délia 
città e provincia di Roma, 11 (1877), 157.
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figure i. First Project for the Munich Antiquarium (1568). Munich, Bayer. Hauptstaatsarchiv, Planslg. n. 7933 (Photo: from 
Piranesi e la cultura anliquaria).

What ail of the forementioned collections hâve in 
common, other matters aside, is the fact that the 
gallery of antiquities of the Medici, Este, Grimani and 
Gonzaga were ail created just after the mid-point of 
the century, thus in the period 1560-1575. Further- 
more it would appear that, although the evidence is 
sparse, and while comparable examples are lacking, 
the architectural shells for these muséums - the Sys
tem of niches, pilasters, fictive or real marble inlays- 
depended 011 models readily accessible in Rome to 
these princes and to their advisors.

Of the Ferrara library and gallery nothing survives 
save for several sketches (a ground plan and a hasty 
sketch for the élévation of one section of the wall) 
made by the court antiquarium and architect Pirro 
Ligorio.2 As an intimate of Cardinal Alessandro Far- 
nese, and as one of the city's noted architects before 
he entered the Este employ, it is logical to assume that 
Pirro Ligorio’s ideas had a Roman bias. Furthermore 
the Este Gallery would hâve had an effect on other 
similar efforts done by those North-Italian collectors 
who saw Ligorio’s création. Similar pressures and 
influences informed those on whose opinions Car
dinal Grimani relied for the création of his Gallcria 
d’Antichità; one of the few examples of the period to 
survive intact.3 4 I11 its use of an architecturally com- 

2 D. Coffin, ‘Pirro Ligorio and Décoration of the I.ate six- 
teenth century at Ferrara,’ Art Bulletin, xxxvn (1955), 
itiyff, figs. 15-16.

3 M. Perry, ‘A Renaissance Showplace of Art.’ Apollo (April 
1981), 215-22 1.

4 I I. Frosien-Leinz, ‘La creazione dell’Antiquarium nella Re- 
sidenza di Monaco.' in Piranesi e la cultura antiquaria —Attidel 
Concerna, 14-17 November 1979 (Rome: Multigrafica Edi
trice, 1983), 357-371.

plex marble revetment, the Grimani antiquarium 
represents one end of the scale. The other, less costly 
approach is indicated by the painted substitutes em- 
ployed by Giovanni Battista Bertani for Duke Gugli- 
elmo Gonzaga’s Galleria di Mesi in the Ducal Palace 
in Mantua. Here fictive, rather than real marble 
was used to give the polychromed effect of inlays. 
The main niches originally housed a collection of 
near life-sized statuary, while the smaller ones 011 
the upper surface, and the brackets of the pilasters, 
displayecl the busts of the first twenty-two Roman 
emperors.

In addition to these Italian examples from the late 
1560s and the early 1570s there survives one major 
North-European example, Albrecht Vth’s antiqua
rium in the Residenz Palace in Munich' (Figs. 1-2). 
The designs are attributed to Jacopo Strada. Man- 
tuan by birth, Strada entered the services of Em- 
peror Maximilian 11, spending much of his life in 
Vicnna. On his behalf and also for the Duke of 
Bavaria himself, Strada spent several years back in 
Italy, as well as time in Rome acquiring antiquities 
and gathering ideas for their displav, which were 
then exported to the North. As Strada knew in- 
timately the Roman and Venetian collections, it may 
be conjectured that his distribution of the wall sur
faces reflects current practices adopted to the re- 
quirements of a Bavarian patron. With the wall sur
face as a screen that was subdivided by columns into 
bays, statuary and busts alternatively were set on 
bases or in niches. Without 1 hese drawings one would 
know little of Albrecht Vth’s antiquarium because his 
successor, Wilhelm iv replaced Strada’s ideas with 
the présent séries of graduated st.eps, which provided 
an increasecl area for the visually complex effect he 
desired to achieve for his greatly expanded collec
tion.
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figure 2. Jacopo Strada (?), Design for the disposition of the collection in the Munich Antiquarium. Munich, Bayer. 
Staatsbibl., cod. icon. 198c (Photo: from Piranesi e la cultura antiquaria).

To return to Rome, we shoulcl consider the 
documentary eviclence f or one of the smaller private 
collections for which the city was so justly famous. 
Aldrovandi devoted nearly one seventh of Dalle 
Statue Anliche to the varions rooms and studioli in 
Cardinal Rodolfo Pio da Carpi’s house in the Campo 
Marzo. He noue the less had both the space and 
inclination to discuss those ownecl by the likes of the 
Bishop of Gallese, Gerolamo Garimberto, an other- 
wise little-known figure who is not entirely deserving 
of the obscurity that has overtaken his accomplish- 
ments.

Born in Parma in 1506, Garimberto made Rome 
his résidence, its Cardinals his protectors and its 
humanists, antiquarians and collectors his friends. If 
not an intimate, he was noue the less familiar with 
Cardinal Alessandro Farnese and his chief scholarly 
advisor Fulvio Orsini. At the sanie time Garimberto 
was a frequent visitor in Cardinal Pio da Carpi’s 
house. Garimberto clied in 1575 and was buried in 
the Church of San Giovanni in Laterano where he 
had served as canon and where one still finds the 
handsome monument erected by his heirs5 (Fig. 3).

5 Located on the second pier of the right hand aisle of the 
church, the monument contains a long inscription praising 
Garimberto as a friend and servant of princes (referring, 
among others, to the Duke of Mantua and the Lord of 
Guastalla whom he served as archaeological advisor): 
‘D.O.M. IHieronymo Garimberto Par mens. / Episcopo Gallesianol 
Huius Basilicae vicariol Nalo ail res gerendas! El bene de homini- 
bus merendum! Viror. principum gratiam! Adeo promerito! l't

figure 3. Funeral Monument of Gerolamo 
Garimberto. Rome. San Giovanni in Laterano 
(Photo: Author).

inter diversarum artium studio / Aequam fidei et probitatis 
laudem! Semper retinueritl Vixit an. i.xxi Obitt iv kal. dec. 
.mdlxx\! Joannes Franciscus Garimbertus/ Patruo optimo pos.’
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The clocumentary sources for the collection 
Garimberto displayed in his quarters in Cardinal Nic- 
colô Gaddi’s palace on Monte Citorio are extensive. 
Firstly there is his ample correspondence with the 
ruler of Guastalla. Cesare Gonzaga, as well as his 
letters to Cesare’s cousin, the Duke of Mantua. The 
former material is found in the Parma State Archives 
(Raccolta Manoscritti, Busta 112 and Gonzaga di 
Guastalla, Busta 48), the latter is preserved in the 
Mantua State Archives. I n addition to such published 
accounts as that of Aldrovandi, two inventories sur
vive among the Duke of Bavaria’s papers in the 
1 lauptstaatsarchiv in Munich. The earliest of these 
was compilée! during Garimberto’s lifetime in 1569 
ÇLibri Antiquitatum,’ ni, 35-39V, 95-102, 105-114V). 
The second was drawn up by his estate at the request 
of Cardinal Cristoforo Madruzzo (‘Libri Antiquitatum,’ 
ni, cc. 40-45V). Finally, and in addition to those pièces 
from the collection which can be identifiée! in varions 
muséums, no fewer than twenty-eight engravings 
after his marbles were printed by the end of the i6th 
century. Two are found in Fulvio Orsini’s Imagines et 
elogia virorum illuslrum et eruditor (Rome, 1570, pl. 
23,30), the remainder in Giovanni Battista de Cava- 
lieri’s Antiquarium Statuarum Urbes Romae (Rome, 
1594). To date, inadéquate use has been made of this 
wealth of textual and visitai material for the docu
mentation of what were the typical holdings of a titan 
of modest means and position during this high-water 
mark of collecting towards the end of the i6th cen
tury.

By the lime Glisse Aldrovandi visitée! his quarters 
in the Gaddi Palace, Garimberto was the proud own- 
er of an ample and variée! collection. I le actively. 
encouraged visitors to examine his holdings, for as 
Aldrovandi writes: In the event that any [of the read- 
ers of my book] shoulcl wish to gain admittance to his 
quarters they are assurecl of the sanie courteous ré
ception which I had at the hanels of the foremen- 
tioned messer Heronimo (‘se alcuno gentilhuomo si de- 
gnarà andar alla sua caméra, le sarà mostrato ogni cosa 
cortesamente dalsudetto Messer Hieronimo, corne gli à fatto 
a me’). Among the treasures then available in the ‘altro 
camerino che serve per studio,’ and in which Garimberto 
kept the ‘cose più eletto ma più piccole,’ one found a 
collection of busts including those of Caracalla, of 
Alessandro Mameo, Pyrrhus, Hadrian and Marcus 
Arelius ‘che è tenuta per cosa. rara.' In addition to vast 
assortment of medallions ‘di bronza, d’argento, e di oro,’ 
various figurines, an Apollo with the bow. innumer- 
able fragments, vases and curiosities such as an 
ostrich egg, the studiolo also boasted a Cupid with the 
mace of Hercules sleeping on a five-palmi-wide ser
pentine table framed in ebony. This type was a spé
cial favourite among collectors from the time of 
Isabella d’F.ste and of sculptors since Michelangelo 
carved his statuette in 1496.

The ruler of Guastalla, Cesare Gonzaga, was 
among those who accepted Ulisse Alclrovandi’s in
vitation to examine the Garimberto collection. Ce

sare Gonzaga’s own antiquarium in the Mantuan ré
sidence of the rulers of Guastalla, was probably built 
by the Roman trained architect Francesco Capriani, 
callccl Francesco da Volterra. It was decorated with 
those statues, statuettes, heads and busts and reliefs 
whose sélection was personally supervised by Garim
berto. The Mantuan palace of the Gonzaga of Guas
talla was totally transformed in the i8th century to 
tnake way for the présent. Accademia Nazionale Vir- 
giliana. Although it is not possible tojudge to which 
degree the Mantuan example related to the Roman 
niodels, it cannot be doubted that this was indeed the 
case. Another visitor to Garimberto’s muséum was 
the Duke of Ferrara, Alfonso 11 d’Este, who was in 
Rome in 1573. By that date his court architect and 
antiquarian, Pirro I.igorio, was putting the finishing 
touches on the décoration of his Ducal muséum com- 
plex in the Ferrara palace. Ligorio’s decision to offset 
the Estense library with portraits of the Greek and 
Roman authors was based on standard Roman prac
tice, which Garimberto had himself achieved.

Regarding what preciscly Garimberto showed 
Alfonso n d’Este and how the collection that existed 
in 1573 differed f rom what Aldrovandi knew back in 
1550, one has the testimony of Garimberto’s own 
words. The letter in question (8 April 1572), an 
unusually detailed autobiographical statement by a 
collector, forms part of the ruler of Guastalla’s cor
respondence files, an ample and still largely un- 
pttblished collection in the State Archives in Parma.

From Garimberto’s own hand it is learned that the 
collection was displayed in three areas, 'una Galleria 
con una loggia di sotto et una libraria di sopra.’ Nearly 
2000 volumes were arrangée! according to disciple in 
the library. ‘Testoni antichi difilosofi, mathematici, poeti e 
istorici,’ were located on the cornices near these texts. 
Garimberto singled out those of Plato, Aristotle, 
Solon, Hesiocl, Socrates and Seneca. Presumably he 
also displayed on the santé cornices the statuette of 
Moschion now in the Archeological Muséum in Na
ples. Like the Hesiod, Garimberto’s Moschion passed 
into the collection of Cardinal Farnese’s librarian 
Fulvio Orsini who published engraving of these ob- 
jects in his Imagines et elogia virorum illuslrum. Visual 
evidence for Garimberto’s holdings is also available 
for several of the reliefs, which were displayed in the 
library together with a group of unspecified paint- 
ings and portraits of famous men of the i6th century. 
Thus the literary greats of the past looked towards 
their present-day counterparts in a variation on the. 
muséum of Paolo Giovio at Como.

Among the reliefs displayed in the library, Garim
berto signalée! out for spécial mention: three large 
and rare black Indian marble plaques which are 
carved like cameos, and one of which depicts the 
story of Phaeton (7re favole in tre lavolozzo di pietra 
d’india nigrissime et di straordinario polimento che rap- 
presentano camei d’infinita bellezza, partieolarmente una 
con tutta la favola di Fetonte, molto grande et rare’). This 
description squares with what is seen in the engrav- 
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ing that opens the third book of Giovanni Battista 
de’Cavalieri’s Antiquarium Statuarum Urbis Romae 
where, however, the relief is clescribed as having 
been carved from alabaster. Published in 1594, no 
fewer than twenty-five out of the one hundred plates 
bear the legend ‘In Musaeo Garimberto.’ A curious 
pièce, the Phaeton seems more a strange all’antica 
variation on a classical piece, then a Hellenistic ori
ginal or a Roman copy such as the one now in the 
Villa Borghese. As for the other pièces in the set, 
these were more precisely described by Cardinal 
Cristoforo Maclruzzo when in 1576 he sent the inven- 
tory of the collection to the Duke of Bavaria, who was 
hoping to negotiate a purchase from Garimberto’s 
estate. Madruzzo’s text makes it possible to identify 
the second relief with the Weinlesen or Vintage, Plate 
Four in the Cavalieri publication (‘drei Stück von Mar- 
melstein, in schwarzen Stein gehauen, dero eines Phaethon 
mit dem Wagen, so vont Himmerl [sic] herab in die Pfau 
gefallen, das andere ein Weinlesen und das dritte mil Kühe 
und Buben ist’) (Figs. 4-5).

Antong the paintings housed in the library was the 
‘San Hieronimo con una Venere et alcuni amori, cavata da 
Giorgio d’Arezzo,’ a copy of a work by Giorgio Vasari. 
The description cornes from the inventory of 1569 of 
Garimberto’s collection; it enables us to identify the 
type in question. Three versions are now known of 
the Temptation of Saint Anthony: one in the Palazzo 
Pitti; the second in the Art Institute in Chicago; and 
the third owned by Temple-Newsam. If Dr. Clark is 
correct, then Vasari intended bis Venus to be read as 
a positive force. This Madruzzo suggested when he 
wrote: A Saint Jerome with Heavenly Love, that is to 
say Venus, who is in flight with F.arthy Love which is 
to say Cupid Çeine Tafelvon St. Jeronimo mil der giitt- 
lichen I.iebe, so die Venus und weltlicheLiebe verjagen tut’).

In the Gallery, which Garimberto located on the 
piano nobile below the library, he proudly displayed 
in chronological orcler a collection of the busts of the 
Roman emperors. No Gallery would in fact hâve 
been complété without these and, accordingly, such

heads were indeed hard to corne by. A matching 
group was ail but impossible to obtain at any cost, as 
Garimberto documented for the Duke of Mant.ua in 
an extraordinary letter dated 8 October 1572. The 
Duke of Mantua’s own sel was placée! in niches and 
on the brackets of the pilasters in the Galleria deiMesi, 
Garimberto’s collection, a more variée! grouping, in- 
cluded the likes of Julius Caesar and Pompey as well 
as the emperors themselves; il was placée! on columns 
which stooel against the wall. Thirteen of these, com
plété with bases and capitals, of the most variée! vein- 
age, are recorded in the inventory of 1569. Alternat-

figure 4. Phaeton, engraving from G.B. de Cavalieri, Anti- 
quarum Statuarum Urbis Romae, Tertius et Quartus Liber, 
Rome, 1594. (Photo: from the 1623 Marcucci reprint in the 
Deutsches Archaologiselies Institut, Rome).

figure 5. Vindemia, engraving from 
G.B. de Cavalieri, Antiquarum Sta
tuarum...
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ing with these columns and the Roman portraits, was 
a group of marble figurines, l’htis, the effect must 
hâve been not dissimilar to what is seen in the left- 
hand bay of the Jacopo Strada sketch for the Munich 
Antiquarium. That drawing proposed an alternation 
of bays, one containing a large statue, the next two 
busts framing a column on which a smaller statue was 
placed. As Garimberto is known to hâve set his larger 
figures in the loggia, it is clear that his Gallery pre- 
sented a somewhat different aspect - a collection of 
smaller pièces more suitable for a cabinet or studiolo.

In addition to panel paintings of unspecified sub
jects, which complcted the décoration of the wall 
surfaces, the lloor space in the Gallery contained no 
fewer than six tables fashioned from varions types of 
marble and by two studioli or medallion cabinets. One 
of them, perhaps the 'studiolo grande, di belle pietre di 
mischio, con la sua tavola d’affricano bellissimo, colonnelle 
d’alabastro et statovette di marmo et di bronzo antiche per 
finimento, tulto corniggiato di legno,' is to be identified 
with the cabinet Garimberto commissioned from the 
shop of Francesco Capriani towards 1564. The 
obligatory item of furniture by the middle of the i6th 
century, these medallion cabinets were extraordin- 
ary créations of wood and marble inlays, colonettes, 
marble and bronze statuettes and reliefs. They recre- 
ated on a miniature scale the polychromed richness 
of the Gallery itself. Aldrovandi saw Garimberto’s 
medallions back in 1550 displayed ‘in una cassetta 
lavorata alla damaschina.’ Changes in taste in matters 
both great and small had caused Garimberto to 
rethink entirely his methods of display in the years 
leading up to Duke Alfonso 11 d’Este’s visit.

Among the statuettes that were interdispersed 
with the impérial busts in Gerolamo Garimberto’s 
Gallery, some can be identified with engravings in 
Cavalieri’s Antiquarium Statuarum Urbis Romae. These 
are the pièces unsuitable by their size for display in 
the loggia, each being about three palms liigh as is 
known from the inventory of 1569. Whereas Cava- 
lieri did not indicate the size of the pièces he pub- 
lished, correspondences between the inventory and 
the engravings niake it possible to establish this. 
Among the statuettes set in the Gallery was the Diana 
of Ephesus (111/7) and the Terra vel Nalura (m/8) 
(Fig. 6). The latter was actually an incorrectly res- 
torecl Jupiter Heliopolis. Unrestored examples such 
as the one in the Louvre show what the Garimberto 
piece should hâve lookecl like.

Although his letter is not clear on this point, it can 
be conjectured that Garimberto displayed the best of 
his reliefs in the Gallery. Other pièces may also hâve 
found their way into the library. Prized perhaps 
more for its inscription than for its artistic inerits, the 
sarcophagus now in the Seminario Spagnuolo in 
Rome was more suited to the librarv.6 This sarcopha- 
gus came to Garimberto from the Francesco Lisca 

6 G. I lanfmann, The Seasons Sarcophagus in Dumharton Oaks,
2 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.. 1951). 11, 179 (#491).

collection, a collection which accounted, as shall be 
seen, for many of the large-scale pièces displayed in 
the loggia. Among the reliefs which could hâve 
found their way into the Gallery were two reliefs 
engraved by Cavalieri, the Maenad Relief (iv/71) and 
the so-called Laurea (iv/52) (Figs. 7-8). Like the 
Laurea, the Maenads can be identified with a marble 
now in the Museo d’Antichità in Turin. In the same 
collection one also finds the Garimberto Hercules 
Strangling the Serpents, another piece engraved by 
Cavalieri (m/39). As the Hercules meastiresby by 73 
centimeters, it was doubtless not placed in t he loggia, 
which was reserved for life-sized statuary. Valued at 
500 scudi in the inventory of 1569, Garimberto had 
actually purchased it in 1564 for only 100 scudi. 
While Aldrovandi wt iting in 1 550 praised Garimber
to’s sleeping Cupid, this newer acquisition achieved a 
similar notoriety through Adriano Fusconi’s annota
tions to Andrea Fulvio’s L’Anlichità di Roma of 1588.

In so far as can be judged from the available évi
dence, Garimberto’s Gallery did not contain the 
large-scale objects normally found in such rooms. 
Rather it housed a collection of miniature or modest 
sized pièces, busts and statuettes such as the 'Satyrus 
cum cista et fructibus.’ In a letter to Cesare Gonzaga 
written on 25 August 1565, Garimberto states that his 
statuette is worthy to be displayed next to 'quellifamosi 
del già Cardinal di Carpi.' The Carpi reference is an 
important one. Ashby judged the Garimberto sta
tuette to be an ont and oui forgery. Yet when com- 
pared to the Giovanni Bologna drawing of the Carpi 
satyr, it becomes clear that the Garimberto torso was 
probably an original to which the extensive but artful 
restorations were added by an unknown hand. What 
was unsuited to be exhibited in the library or to be 
displayed in the Gallery was located in the loggia on 
the piano terreno of Garimberto’s quarters in the 
Gadcli Palace. Garimberto’s panthéon of the classical 
gods consisted of no fewer than thirteen pièces, an 
outdoor display not dissimilar perhaps to that known 
from the Heemskerck Berlin sketchbooks to hâve 
been in the courtyard of the Sassi or the Capranica 
collections.

The place ofhonour in Garimberto’s collection was 
not the seated Apollo seen in the Heemskerck draw
ing, but rather the Pomona known from the Cavalieri 
engraving (iv/54). Although strikingly similar to the 
Grand Duke of Tuscany’s statue, now in the Uffizi, 
the two are not apparently identical as it was once 
thought. According to the annotation on the reissue 
of the Cavalieri plate in 1621 the Pomona was then in 
the hands of the Borghese family. In addition to the 
Jupiter with the Thunderbolt (111/23), Garimberto’s 
outdoor collection boasted a Celestial Venus (iv/73). 
Like the Pomona, it passée! into the Borghese collec
tion. As a type this Venus is best known from the 
Medici version now in the Uffizi.

The growth and consolidation of the Medici collec
tion towards 1568 parallels that of the Este, the Gon
zaga and the I-'arnese. It also occurred at the time 
when Garimberto’s own ambitions to compote with
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figure 6. Terra velNatura, engraving from G.B. 
de Gavalieri, Antiquarum Statuarum... 

figure 8. Laurea, engraving from G.B. de Cava- 
lieri, Antiquarum Statuarum...

figure 7. Lachesis!Antropos, engraving from
G.B. de Gavalieri, Antiquarum Statuarum... 

figure 9. Bust of Lucus Verus, Modena Bi- 
blioteca Estense (Photo: Author).
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these collectors were fulfïlled. On 2 May 1565 Garim
berto wrote lo advise Cesare Gonzaga that:

Having thought myself finally cured of this craving for 
marbles, I find that I am still at the mercy of this mine 
magnificent obsession. Indeed I hâve only just now purch- 
ased from the Lisca heirs ail of these antiquities. Among 
thcm are nine notable statues including the celebrated 
Pomona which Your Excellency doubtless recalls having 
seen a short while ago ... (non voglio tacere che quando credevo 
di esser libero dall’infirmita de sassi, tultavia mi trovo più infeltato, 
havendo comprato lutte l’anticaglie delli heredi del Lisca che com- 
prendono ix statue nolabili tra li quali èvi la Pomma famosissima 
che Vostra Eccellenza ha veduta altrevolle cou più temperato 
giuditio che non ho fatto io).

Thus when Duke Alfonso n d’Este spent an after- 
noon in Garimberto’s company, tnuch of what he saw 
in the loggia (the Pomona, the ]upiler and the Celeslial 
Venus) came from the holdings of the Milanese mer- 
chant Francesco Lisca.

For obvious reasons, scholars investigating the va
rious manifestings of the humanistic study and the 
princely appréciation of the antique in the second 
half of the t6th century hâve limitecl their research 
largely to the major figures of the period. L'tilizing a 
wide range of previously unexplored or under- 

utilized sources, this paper has sought to expand the 
investigation to the secondary collectors and particu- 
larly to suggest the wealth of material that awaits 
publication for the holdings of the Bishop of Gallesc, 
Gerolamo Garimberto.

It might also be useful to expand the examination 
of the files for the Garimberto collection into those 
areas which touch on the holdings of the major col
lectors. Anxious to keep Cesare Gonzaga abreast of 
the latest results of the archaeological digs, Garim
berto’s correspondence provides the hitherto mis- 
sing documentation for the Medici Hercules, the 
iconographically important addition to the Palazzo 
Pitti which rivaled what the Farnese displayed in the 
courtyard of their own palace in Rome. In addition to 
providing otherwise inaccessible information on the 
dispersai of the legendary Cardinal Rodolfo Pio da 
Carpi collection, portions of which, it is now known, 
endecl up in the impérial collection in Vienna, 
Garimberto also documentée! the rôle played by the 
Carpi Lucius Verus in providing the model for mod
em sculptors seeking to recreate the classical effect in 
the busts which they carved (Fig. 9). These and simi- 
lar matters can be best explored, however, on some 
other occasions.
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